
13 Dreams From My Dream Journal, 2017

1. At a battle of the bands, but we are the only ones without matching T-Shirts
2. At the presidential inauguration and I joke that I am only there to sneak in at the last moment 

and steal the presidency 
3. At a gigantic wedding & get asked to calm down after scream-spinning on a swivel chair
4. Hanging at Francesco’s chill underground lair beneath the mushroom tree
5. Dinner with parents at grandma’s who feeds us bananas- but first! I must clean my room, 

which has been trashed by my stoned high school friends. What ensues is a great war with the 
Ant Kingdom.

6. I am a lawyer in a court case involving theoretical physics, a seesaw, my Dad, Donald Trump is 
the judge who speaks only in nonsensical tweets and then escapes in the confusion.

7. On an extravagant farm filled with porcupines and other strange creatures & a guy tells me we 
gotta visit his friend in Belgium for stir-fry. Then he says when his friend died, it destroyed 
time. I tell him that’s not true, but it doesn’t matter.

8. You cannot combine snake and human without combining their consciousness
9. I have moved to LA in a dream within a dream induced by flute music. I am kissing someone’s 

feet (the bottoms). I wake up energized and sad. 
10. Trapped in the snowy wastes by a man trying to get to the moon-sea. We kill him then regret it.
11. I realize that the strange person I keep seeing is my therapist, so I start talking, but my dad 

interrupts me to talk about his parents.
12. My prospective boss prematurely cuts off my hands in my sleep to replace them with robot-

hands. So, in a rage, I destroy his stuff.  
13. An old cowboy rattles on while he’s supposed to be teaching us to sing. I pull earplug after 

earplug out of my right ear. 



Josh Elbaum is a poet and musician from Santa Cruz, California. He works in education with students aged 4-
17. He will not peel your orange for you, but he'll start it. Check out his music at petmoth.bandcamp.com.
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Thank You For Participating!
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